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ABSTRACT 
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L 

I 
. 

An experimental investigation of the flow development of an axlsym- 
metric jet exhausting into a moving airstream has been made. The jet . 
has a Reynolds number of 22,600 and the ratio'of the jet velocity to the ~ 
wind tunnel velocity (Xj) is 5.1 to 1. The flow field of theaxisym- 

metric jet was examined at locations varying from approximately zero 

to eight diameters downstream of the orifice. Of primary concern at 

each downstream location was the mapping o f the one point statistical 
properties of the flow, including mean velocity, turbulent intensity, 
and intermittency. Autocorrelations and power spectral density clrves 
were determined for both the fluctuating velocity field an,d. the con- 
centration signal at various distances from the jet's center line for 
different downstream locations. A laser-Doppler velocimetsr, using a 
phase locked-loop processor, was used to make the desired velocity 
field measurements which were compared with hot wire anemometer and 

. '.W 
pressure probe data. To determine the intermittency profiles, velocity- 

concentration correlations and concentration power spectra, a laser 
light scattering technique was employed. 
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LISZ,OF SYMBOLS 

Radial Distance between -20 U max 
location and .80 U max location 

Diameter of nozzle 

Ilasc of natural logarithms :- .. 
Frequency of fluctuations 

Spectral density 

Doppler shirt in frequency 

Frequency at which peak in 
spectrum appears 

Intermittent) 

Wave vector for incident light 

Wave vector of scattered light 

Longitudinal integral scale 

Velocity of smoke particle 

Radial distance from centerline 
of flow 

Ralf width of jet 

Radius of nozzle 

Autocorrelation coefficient 

Reynolds number 

Two point correlation coefficient 

Velocity-concentration correlation 
coefficient 

Strouhal number 

Time 

Increment in time 

Velocity fluctuations in longitudinal 
direction 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (continued) 

Mean velocit:,' at LEV probe position 

Free stream velocity 

Mean velocit:J at :enterlire at each 
dounstrezm location 

Maxinun mean velocity of jet at 
exit plane 

Velocity fluctuations in radial 
direction 

Mean velocity in radial directicn 

Downstream distance from exit plane 
of jet 

Scattering a=lgle 

Instantaneous concentration fluctuation 

Ratio of jet exit plane velocity 
to free stream velocity 

Wavelength of mor.ochromatic laser 
beam 

Taylor microscale 

The mean vall;e of the quantity 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Yi th  the increas ing  n e e d  for mass  u r b a n  rap id  transit systems, 

.1~-! .- :-sace S ,-s igners h a v e  looked  to improve  the present  S T O L  a .73  V /S T O t, 
c;l?;;i,il iFrss..-in ‘o rde r  that aircraft can  b e  E l o w n  into a n d  f rom p laces  

vhic:l dc, zot have  l a rge  a reas  ava i lab le  for S o n g  a n d  costly runways.  
s;~~:cr:;] j._;t, ‘acr:Bfo il conf igurat ions have  b e e n  p r o p o s e d  wh ich  m a y  prcvc 

!:-,~ .; i3le it i r ; r rc3sing the short  take-off  a n d  land ing  capabi l i t ies of 

.I i ::r:iiL. O a e  r>f  the des igns  current ly  u n d e r  investi f iat ion is ra i led  

:.j-:\ .- su;l ;ce I~l~,~~: in: ; .  In tllis conf igurat ion,  jet eng ines  a re  mcuztc:d 

1 ‘1 1 1  i:.-. u;.er surfarc of  tilt! wing.  :‘~ Ic jet exhaust  is then tu rned IJ:; t l ie 

;.r- :_ y,c’p  ci the wi! lg sur face a n d  : Idded lift results. However ,  the 

Y . i ;.c: inr  Lilt 1  l ie .>  ” :; ing n n d  any  trail in): f laps must  e n d u r e  is qilitc 
.C”‘\ <  yL. . : i :us the i lccd csists for a  m o r e  tho rough  inI/cstigatic!n of the 
jlr ..-, -  -. f ield” of the jet a n d  h o w  the w ing  sur face affects the - ;e& c:.;lI;> trSt. 

-  
Ttiis invest igat ion dea ls  with the  p r o b l e m  of a n  ax isymmetr ic  jtit 

c:r::.l-.st i:;s i .nto a  s lower  mr?vin) ;  secondary  st ream. Present ly ,  
*!‘-.x concern  is sole ly in  de te rmin ing  the o n e  poin t  Scat isLical  p ropeLt ies  L  ..c 
i !: t i le r&wlLan t  f low field. O n c e  this is done ,  aerofo i .1  type 

F:ta:.-tures can  br:  pos i t ioned in  the f low to de te rmine  their  effects o n  

1  ‘it‘ b,r le p;Iint statistical proper t ies  of the jet. This  wil l  b e  the: 

< ::!\j~*k-t  a i  a  lnter paper .  T h e  secondary  s t ream outs ide the actual  jet 
!. I h ’i i , tCscnCS the oppor tun i ty  co  s imulate  dynamic  .-IS  wel l  as  static 

co,:i i t ions for tf~ t.ill~  var ious jct/acrofoil  conf igurat ions.  

T h e  7 .3111  physical .  features of 3  subson ic  jet a re  descr ibed  by  Uavies.  (1)  

A C  the. j;t orif ice, there  exists a  thin, cyl indr ical  vor tex sheet  wh ich  

r;i:,iaily je tvelops into a  lrryer of h igh ly  shea red  st rong turbu lence.  This  

!:cttJes do ;n  to a n  anr .u lus of s t rongly sheared ,  k inemat ical ly  similar,  in tense 

!1:r jr :1tencc su ; round ing  a  core  of potent ia l  f low after app.rnximtcly 1  
~ 1  iznetcr. T h e  st?:istical a n d  gc*omctr ic character ist ics of the f low 

rcz;i in s imi lar  for ano the r  4  o r  5  d iameters .  A  second  ad jus tment  reg ion  

fol lows :-I;ere the potent ia l  co re  has  van ished  a n d  the m e a n  shear  dec reases  
(2)  rJ3pidly.  

I’!:is rc,x;rt is b a s e d  o n  the master’s thesis of G e o r g e  D. Cata lano,  Universi ty 
0  I- :; irginia, Charlot tesvi l le,  Vi rg in ia,  May,  1975 .  
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Experimental data on the near field problen has increased markedly 

in the past few years. Lau and Fisher (31 found that the suggestion of 

a vortex street for modslling the structrre of a rollnd turbul-ent.jet 

is well founded. Sami, Carmody and Rouse (4) through use of measured 

distributions of mean flow and turbulence characteristics evaluated 

all terms of the integral and differential forms of the momentum and 

mean energy equations. Sami concluded the investigation by studying 

the turbulence energy equation and in addition investigated axial, 
radial and tangential scales of turbulence. 

In the mixing region of a free jet, Davjes found that the statistical 
properties of the turbulence can be expressed in terms of kinematic 
similarity relationships based on the jet diameter and axial distance 
as length scales and the inverse local shear as a time scale. The 
turbulent mixing of two jets of fluid of the same density was investigated 
theoretically by means of Prandt's theory of turbulence and the results 
compared with experiment by Kuethe. (6) Momentum and mass transfer in 
coaxial gas jetswere considered by Forstall and Shapiro. (7) They 
concluded'that material diffuses more rapidly than momentum which was 
in agreement with hlpinieri (8) and that the principal independent vari- 
able determining the shape of the mixing region is the velocity ratio of : 
the streams. For a two dimensional incompressible mixing layer, Wygnanski 

and Fiedler(') found that the mixing region can be divided into two 
regions, one on the high velocity side which resembles the outer part 

of a wake and the other on the low velocity side which resembles a jet. 

Antonia and Bilger (10) in their investigation of an axisymmetrlc 
jet in a coflowing stream found that the turbulence structure of the 
flow inriicates that self-preservation dots not apply for this situation 
and that the flow far downstream depends strongly on the complete past 
history. Finally, Corrsin and co-investigators have made the most 
complete measurements including the temperature as well as the velocity 
field of a heated jet. (11-13) Szablewski looked at the diffusion of a 

hot air jet in a coflowing stream. (14) .z ./ 
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IWTRLWENTATION AND TEST FACILLTIES 

WI1 ILP the p:'.nr.iple of Doppler frcqucncy shift of electronngnctic 
WIVCS due to scattering by movin): bodies has been known for soce time, 

the first practical arrangenicnts 0i iaser-Doppler velocimctry YK~ intrrt- 

&rced in 1964. (15) 19 recent years, the laser-Doppler vclccimcter has 

been rapidly developed to measure flow velocities in laminar and turbtllciit 
flows. (16-18) 

If kr and k arc wave vectors of the inciclent and scattered radiation, 
S 

nnd P is the velocity component in the (ks - kr) direction 

then the frequency shift fDis 

fD = (2P/Ao) sin (i3/2) 

whet-ca B is the angle between the two beams and X 
0 

is the wcvele3gth of 

monochromatic laser heam. 

To mezsurc the concentration field of the turbulent jet, a laser 
lignt scattering technique based on the one developed by Kosenr;eig (19) 

was employed. The system used here was developed and studied in detail 
by Shaughnessy. (20) 

OPTLCAL SYSTEMS 

An argon ion laser was used as the light source for botl-. the velocity 
and the intermittency measurements. For a single wavelength operation at 
514.5 nm, the maximum power output was 1 watt with a noise level of less 
than 1%. The beam's diameter at the -$ points was 1.5 mm at the laser h. 3d 
and approximately 2 mm in the :est section. 

To determine the velocity field quantities of the flow, the reference 
beam mode of operation was employed. The optical system consistttd of a 

6 
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beam splitter and mirror which produce tr;o parallel beams of light, and 

a lens with a focal length of 30 cm. A $2 neutral density filter was 

placed in the reference beam's path. The control vslurnc for this set rip 
was found to be 0.05 mm (diameter) x 1'mm (heig:,t). (21) The entire 
optical assembly was mounted on an aluminum slide vhich provides movc~nent 

of the control volume in a horizontal direction perpendicular to the jet 
and tunnel flow axes. The detection system consisted of a photodiode.. 
with its associated electronics. The diode ha2 an active surface diameter 
of 2.7 mm. 

To determine the intermittency profiles, the oPtica system developed 
by Shaughnessy (20) was utilized. The design icclud4 a lens mirror ,~sseahly 
which permitted the selection of virtually any size control volume fron -1 
mm by . 1 mm by .l mm to 1.5 um x 1.5 rz x 1.5 =;1. The detection :;ystem used 
a PIN silicon photodiode Ath an a.ct ive surfacri dizeter of . 51 mm ~r,~.rlnted ::e-- 
hind a spatial filter. The spatial filter assirmbly as composed of a simple 
lens and an aperture located in the focal plane of the image formed. The 
lens of the spatial filter assembly was positioned for unit magnification. 

The effects of ambiguity noise, optical path noise and other 
sources of noise on the performance of the laser-light scattering syste:n 
were discussed by Shaughnessy. (20) 

SlCNAI, PROCESSING - 

In this investigation, the jet was marked with dioctyl phthalate (DOP) 
smoke while the tunnel flow was kept clean. Since the Schmidt number was 
very high (Q 104), the smoke remained confined to the jet. The only way 
clean air could be marked hy the DOP was by being extrdined into the jet. 

Thus, outside the potential core region, the presence of smoke indicated 
the presence of turbulence. 

When the measurement point was located in a highly intermittent region 
(sometimes inside the jet - sametines nat), the signal processor received 
a highly intermittent signal. This signal was characterized by periods of 
"dead time" (i.e., no smoke particles present) interspersed wit!1 Doppler 

frequency bursts. To test the response of the elercronic signal processor 
to a flow of this nature, an experiment vas devised vhich vould determi.ne 
the accuracy of the statistical properties measured by the phase 
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locked-loop system,. The expcr imcnt (c. f . Figure 1) consisted of 

initially locating the control volume in an area of the flow field whcrc 

smoke particles were present 100% of the time. The mean velocity and 

the mean square of the velocity fluctuations were recorded. Next, a  
rotating disk was inserted in the pat!1 of the beam. Itictc-asing amounts 

of the disk were removed (12.5X, 25z and 50% ) to :;irr.alatc intermittencies 
of 12.5%. 25%, and. 50%. The mean velocity and mean square of the velocity 

fluctuations, 7, are 111)Lcd in ‘l’;ll>l‘* 1. The results indicate that the 

mean velocity is essentially tndcpcndent of the value of intermittcncy 

nt tile control volumn’s position. Also tht* mean square OC the velocity 

fluctuation is directly proportional to tllc value of tile 

intermittency. 

It should be not.ed that only velocities il:b ide tnc jet were ment;urcd 
by this system. ‘Thus the measurements should be considered as “co:ldi tior.all; 

sampled.” 

Intermittency 

(I) 

100% 
50% 

25% 

12.5% 

Mean Velor ity 

(U) 

9.13m/scc 
9.llm/sec 

g.llm/sec 

g.llm/sec 

Tnhlc I 
‘uubulent Intensity/ 

Turhul cnt Intensitv. __- -- Intermittency _ 

;* U’ -- _  ..- 
il* i? x I 

-- -- 

9.75% 9.752 
4.83% 9.66% 
2.44% 9.75% 
1.22% 9.82% 

THE FLOW SYSTEM -- 

A jet whose compressed air is marked with dioctyl phthalate (DOP) was 

nounted inside the test section of a  low turhtrlencc level subsonic W ind tur:nel 
(figure 2). W ith the parallel secondary flow in the wind tunnel krpc 

at a  constant speed of 3. Xmfs~, the ratio of the exit plane velocity 
of the jet to the velocity of the tunnel, oSj), was5.1 : 1. The jet 
with a contraction ratio of 14 to 1 over a length of 15.9 cm. had a 
‘Reynolds number of 22,600 and an exit plane diameter of 2.14 cm. 
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Since the :~xpcrimental design upstream of the jet e::it was an 

important param~~tcr, several methods were 11sr:d in determining the 
actual conditions. Fi.rst, smoke (DOPj was ilrjected into the outer wind 
tunnel flow field alld +h;: region near the contraction sectioir of the 
-jet itself was closely monf torcd. X0 evidence of sepnration of the 
nutrr flrjw from the jctt was observed. Secondly, pitot--stpt.ic tube 
profiles were taken for severni. x/D locatio,ls. Two such prof i Les are 

s;~owri ,n Figure .3. At x/l? = 0, tile mean voiociry was zero at the lip 
of the Jet and then reached the free stream value at approximately 3 
radii from the lip. At x/n = 1, the velocity defect had decreasi:d so 

that the smallest fluid velocity is about half tile vnlucs of the free 

stream velocity. This trend continued until &I: x!U = 6, virtu.llly n!, 

defect at all was apparant. 

Finally, a pressure probe connected to ,: l/8 inch condenser ~ylle 

microphone was traversed along the outside of the contraction section 
UC the jet. By the sound produced, it was easy to distinguish between 
laminar and turbulent flow. Once again, no evidence of separation of 
tunnel flow from the jet assembly was found. 

EXPERIHENTAL ,?ESULTS 

In this section, the one point statistical properties of the near 
field of a coaxial turbulent jet are described. 

>!EAN VELOCITY ~IEASURE~IENT 

Mean velocity profiles were taken from approximately zero to e-ght 
diameters downstream. These profiles are presented in Figure 4(a). 
In this figure the excess local mean velocity, U - UES, is normalized 
by the excess centerline velocity, Umay - UES, and is plotted against 

the non-dimensional radius, (r-r,) /b(x), The term rm dcf ines the 
location *rhere the velocity is the arithmetic average of its centcrlinc 

and free stream value, and b(x) is the radial distance between tile 

locations of V = -20 U max and ! = .80 II,,,. The .2C tImax and .8C I’,3x 

were chosen because they could be determined reliably. 
- 
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Also in Figure 4(a), comparison of the data from this investigation end 

that of Forstall and Shapiro (7) is made. The data presented by Forstall 

and Shapiro is for a coaxial jet with A. = 5. 
r - r;h 

A slight variance in the 

profiles is present in the region b(x)- > 0 where Forstall and Shapiro's 
coaxial jet's mean velocity decays a bit more rapidly than is true in 
the present investigation. 

The spreading of the jet is considered in Figure 4(b). In this 

plot, the non-dimensionali,zecl half-width, rm/ro. versus non-dimension- 
alized axial downstream distance, x/D, is presented. The agreement 
between the results of this investigation and the experimental findings 
of Forstall and Shapiro and also with the theoretically predicted curve 

by Squire and Trouncer (22) for a co-flowing jet is quite good. Corrsin's 
iata is for a free jet. Initially the co-flowing jet spreads faster 
than the free jet but after 6 diameters, the trend is reversed. 

. . . 

TUKBIILENT INTENSITIES -- 

Instantaneously, the velocity at a point in a turbulent flow varies 

or fluctuates around a mean value. The turbulent intensity is the ratio . . 
of the root mean square of these instantaneous fluctllations tl the 

average or mean flow. 

The axial and radial distributions of the turbulence intensity 
-- 
(u2p -- in terms of U core velocity are shown in Figure 5. Thzse values of 

thg turbulent intensities have been corrected for ambiguity noise. The 
method used for determining the contribution to the turbulence! level of 
the finite transit times of the particles in the control volume is that 

(23) developed by Morton . Ambiguity noise is similar to the Doppler 
ambiguity in the radar technique. It arises because of the finite beam 
width of the illuminating laser beam, or the finite transit times of the 
smoke particles crossing the beam. For this particular optical arrangc- 

ment, the ambiguity noise was of the order of 1.7% of the mean velocity. 

The turbulent intensities measured are compared to those measured 
by Ko and Davies (25) , Bradshaw et al. (25) , and Sami(5). 
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Figure 5 Turbulent Intensity Profi!es st 
Five Uowristrean: I.ocat,ions 
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An important point Is discerned from a conpnrison of the turbulent 

intensity and menn velocity profiles. Out to approximately 5 djsmcters 

downstream from the exit plane, the maximum intensity occurs neat the 

radial location of the point of inflection of the mean velocity profile. 
This occurs at approximately 1 radius from the centerline of the jet. 

For distances greater than 5 diameters downstream from the nozzle exit 

plane, the location of the maximum value of the turbulent intensity 
moves out radially as. the mean velcity prrfile tends towards a similncity 

Corm. Similarity means that profiles at any downstream location in 
the far field of the turbulent jet collapse onto c;rch other when -. 
properly non-dime?sionalized. 

1NTEt??lITTENCS -- 

Intennittency is customarily defined as the pr,~b:~bil i:y thst tile 

. . ‘,. _ -.. 

flow is turbulent aL a particular locatioi! in the <low field. In tllis 
.Lnvcstigation, a marked turbulent smoke jet exhaust; into a low turhu- 

lencc le;rel secondary flow. The Schmidt number. which is defined as the 
ratio of the kinematic viscosity of air to the coefficient of difrusivity 
of DOP droplets has a value of approximately 4 x 10’ for thi: experiment. 

TlIUS ( in the outer region of the jet, the presence of smoke particles 
implies that vorticity exists and that the flo-d is turbulent. Van *t ta(2ri) 

has stated that discrimination with respect to a passive scalar may 
prove to be operationally superior to using velocity or vorticity for 

defining the position of the super-layer. The intermittcnry profiles 

presented in Figure 6 are compared to results of Sami (5) . 

The increase in the lntermittency in the region r/r = 1 to 0 
r/r 

0 
= 1.5 in Figure 6 indicates the presence of a vortex ring at the 

exit of the jet. This is in accordance with FJavies (1) . 

LONC JTUDINAL CORRiXATTONS __- ---~ --- 

Autocorrelations of the axial velocity f!.uctuations are taken at 

the centerline of the jet and at a distance of 1 radius Cram the center 
of the jet for Lwo downstream locations. The autocorrelation cc)- 
efficient, R, is shown as a function of delay time in Fi.gurcs 7(a)-(b). 

-, . . 
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Figure 6 Intermittency Profiles at Five Downstream Locations 
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There Is a slight variance in the correlotlons taker1 by the nutllor 
as compared to Laurence's (27) data. This diffcrcncc, which will sl:ow 111~ 

mu-h more clearly in the spectral density plots, is probably a Reynolds 

number effect. 

Taylor's hypothesis(28j . 1s used to convert autocorrcl.ations to 
longitudinal correlations from which two other q'. :ntitics, tl~e Taylor micro- 
scale and the intey,rnl scale, are ca!culnted. 'I'lle ?nyl.rrr microscale, 
which is an estimate of the length scale associated -.+ith di:s:;ilsation ill 

a flow, is obtained from the c~~rvature of the longitudinal correlation 
curve at zero separat!on. 

The integral scale gives an estimate of the largest scale in 1.11~ 

flow. It is obtained by numerically integrating the arc-: untlcr the 

longitudinal correlation curve rind multiPlyIng the result by the loca3. 

mean velocity. 

The values of the Taylor microscales End j.ntegral scales are 
tabulated as follotrs: 

Table 2 

Integral Scales, L, and Taylor Microscales, h T' 
At several Axial Positions for r/r = D aiid r/r = 1 

0 0 

X/D 1, 
x A 

r/r0 = 0 L r/r0 T T = 1 r/r = 0 r/r0 = 1 
.- ---A- .I__--- 

3.435x10-30 ----- 3.517x10-Sm ----- 

5.283x10m3m 1.675x10e3m 1.728x10-3m 6.023x10b4m 

6.095xL0-3n 3.719x10*.3m 1.823.7~10-~0 3.56?x10-4m 

6.102x10-"n 5.112~10-~n 1.883x10-'m 9.346x10--"m 

6.944~1O-~m 6.735x10m3m 1.867x10-jm 12.096~.10-~m ,. 

. 

To analyze these results, look at the values for the Taylor .n;cro- 

scale at the centerline of the jet as compared to one radius from this 
location (r/ro = 1). For distances greater than or equal to two 

_' 
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diameters downstream, the Taylor microscale on the centerline remain 

fairly constant and somewhat larger than XT determined at r/r = 1. 0 
This non-dependence of AT on the downstream position is what would be 

expected in view of the small shears in the region. 

At r/r0 = 1, X,, does grow with distance downscream. This is not 1. 
unexpected in view of the fact that r/r0 = 1 is in the mixing region 

which is grcwing. Another impcjrtant point is to ncte that the value cf 
AT close to the exit plane of the jet is two orders of magnitude 

smaller than the other values for XT at the centerline. At this point 

the turbulence level is so low that ambiguity noise predominates. Thus 

this J. (23) 
T is characteristic of noise rather than turbulence. 

Focusing attention next on the growth of the integral scale at the! 
radial distance of 1 radius from the centerline of the jet, Laurence (24) 

predicts that the integral scale will increase lineaLly with downstream 
distance which is in agreement with Table 2. 

SPECTRA OF TURBLJLENCE 

In order to determina the spectral density curves, a computer 
program is used which takes the Pourier Transform of the autocorrelation 
functions. The energy spectral density curves for different downstream 

locations at the centerline and 1 radius out from the centerline arc 

presented in Figure 8. The profiles are normalized so that the area 
underneath each curve is equal to 1. By examining the spectral density 

curves for diiferent distances downstream from the nozzle exit plane, the 
change in the turbulence spectra is primarily a shift of energy from 
higher to lower frequencies with increasing x/D Ratio. 

In the spectral density p 1 o t s , the variance of the author’s results 

as compared to Laurence’s data once again suggests that the order of 
magnitude difference in the Reynolds numbers for the two flows affected 
the* distribution of turbulent energy. With increasing Reynolds number 
for the same control volume location in the flow, there was observed a 
shift of energy to higher frequencies. 
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The appearance of peaks in the spectra at x/D = 4 and r/r = 0 

is in agreement with Ko and Davies, (24) and Bradshaw et al. (25f' . The 
spectrum shape is completely different fn the potential core in com- 

parison to that found in the mixing region. This may suggest, as has 

been theorized that in the core, most of the incrsase in energy is 

due to the increase in the pressure field at the dominant frequencies 
and very little is due to an increase in the local turbulence level. 
The bandwidth of the "bump" broadens a j the axial distance increases. 
This can be explained by the propagation of the pressure field down- 

(29) stream . 

The spectral density curves outside the potential core, but in the 
mixing region, do not have a "bump" in the energy spectrum. The reason 
for this is that the high background turbulence level completely obscures 
the relatively small pressure fluctuations. Again, according to Davies, 
and also Bradshaw, this indicates that the flat part of the spectrum is 
due to local turbulence, irtrile the peak represents mostly the pressure 
field. The Strouhal numbers'corresponding to the ?eaks in the spectrums 
are compared to those found by Davies in Table 3. 

Table 3 

s 22 
tr IJ 

0 

Davies 

-530 

.498 

.420 

---- . 165 

Author 

.550 

.512 

.398 
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The concentration-velocity correlhcion was ~1s: :.easured ir. chLs 

investigation. No data is available to be used as a ?CNnp?;iSJn. The 
concentration-velocity correlation coefficient :s defined as thi- 
following: 

.- 
R 114 I --.-__ 

lJ9 -- 
(2 )!” (;I ) 1 !5 

wliere u is the fluctuating vel >tri~y and :> is the flccruztir; i>i.yL cf 7.e 

c0ncentrat ion, both measured at t!le same point and t?‘zs in ti,c i13:.. 

Three profiles are taken, one at x/D = 2, and the or&rs a~ x/i: = 4, ::..I 
x/D = a. These graphs are presented in Figure 9. 

The significance of the concentration-velocity carrclsiion ts ti:at 

it indicates how cloge>y related the passive atimixture field is vith 

the velocity field. A zero correlation would ineicare that the 
flilctuations in the concentration field are totally independent of ttx- 
turbulent velocity fluctuations. This is th.: case i?r the prof Ilk? 

Though both ,- 
-- 

taken at x/D - 2, [r/r01 < 0.2. and ui are smal; in LTk .- 
p0tcntial core, they arc not negligfble. The ,?xistc:.ce of q2 2: the 

exjt plane is probably due to imperfect seeding. DJ~ from the csntcrline 
of the jet, l(uB iyit i?lly becomes negative and then chances sign. Yt 

reaches a maximum value at r/r equal to approximately one. Vortices 
0 

which would entrain “clean” air from outside the jet and accelerate the 
entrained fluid particles would give rise to reqions of negatire 

concentration-velocity correlation. As the potential core breaks up 
further downstream, the concentration and velrcity fluctuations becor; 
more highly dependent. 

_CONCENTRATION FT ELD SPECTRA 

A spectrum of concentration or contaminant fluctuations is prvd;crd 
when smoke particles are mixed by turbulent flow field of the jet. Xany 

of the same concepts that are used in describing the kinetic energy 
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spectrum can be applied to the spectra of the mixing smoke particles. 
The scales of the snoke particles fluctuations range from the scale of 

the energy-containing eddies to a smallest scale that is dependent on 
the ratio-of the diffusivities (Schmidt number). (28) 

The spectral density curves for two different values of the x/D 

ratio are presented in Figure 10. These curves are taken at the radial 
position in the flow field where the intermittency has a value of 
approximately 50% (for xiD = 2, r/r0 = 1.02; for x/D = 5, r/ro = 2.36). 

Note the dramatic shift of energy from the higher to the iower freqt:encics 
as the flow travels downstream. 

MEAN RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENT __ - --.---. 

Mean radial velccity profiles were taken at three downstream lot.?- 
tious. These profiles are presented in Figure 11. In this figure, the 

local mean radial velocity in terms of the excess centerline velocity, 
ii 

, 
IJ - 'FS 

is plotted against the non-dimensional radius, r-r,) /b(x). 

max 
Measurement of the mean radial velocity was much more diEficult than 
determining the longitudinal component. This caused the scatter for the 
radial velocity profiles to he more pronounced than had.been the case 

for the i velocity component surveys. The v velocity component was 
found to be almost two orders of magnitude smaller then the c component. 
The v found here are somcwhnt higher than that observed by Sami et al. (4) 

This is consistent wit11 the fact that the initial sprt:a(l of 

the jet is faster in the coflowing case (c.f., Figure 4(h)) and the fact 
that v is "conditionally" averaged. Antonia, Prabhu, and Stephenson(30) 
also reported significantly higher radial mean veloc%ies when condition- 
ally averaged. 

IU\DIAL TURBULENT INTENSITIES - 
(v2)$ The radial distributions of the turbulent intensity, r , in 

terms of the core velocity, for three downstream locations ;!?a sho~cn in 
Figure 12. Once again, the radial turbulent intensities have heen 

I 

corrected for ambiguity noise. 
27 
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The radial turbulent intensities are of the same order of !xAgllitudc 
(&Q 

as -- , and the profiles for each downstream location arc quite UO 
similar in shape to the longitudinal intensity plots. 
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SUt-NARY 

An expcrimcntnl invcstfgation of the near field of a coaxial 

turhulcnt jet was made. Mean velocities, turbulent intensi t i c’s, inter- 

mittcncics, velocity autocorrclntions and spectral density curves, 
l nd velocity-concentration correlation coefficients were determined. 
The following results were ohtnined: 

1. Ullcn non-dimcllsionnIi~ed using the h.~If velocity widt-b 

and the width of the mixing region, the axial and radial mean velocity 

prof ilcs collapsed adequately. There was, however, consldt:rnbIy more 

scatter in the radial mean velocity profiles. 
_’ 

2. For dowr.strcan locations less than x/D = 5. the maxinum trlrl,tIli~nl 
Intensity occurs near the radial location of the point ok inilection 
of the mean velocity profile. This occurs at approximately r/r0 = 1.0. 

For a larger x/D, the location of the maximum value of the turbulent 

intensSty moves out radially as the mean velocity profiles tend towards 
a similar form. 

3. The Taylor microscales for the near field of the turbulent jet 
were determined. At the radiai position r/r 

0 
= 0, the Taylor microscale 

;-emaincd constant from 2 to g diameters downstream from the exit plane. 

4. The integral scales of the turbulent jet flow were determined. 
For r/r0 = 1.0, the integral scale grevd linearly, as had been predicted. 

5. The energy spectral density curves had completely different 

shapes in the potential core as contrasted to the mix<ng region. Tn 

the potential core, the energy spectrum had a peak which was due to the 
in.:rcasc in the pressure field at the dominant frequencies. In the 
mixing region, this “bump” could not be found because it was completely 
obscured by the high turbulence level. 

6. The concentration-velocity correlation was determined for the 
first time in the near field of a turbulent jet. In the potential core 
regi.on, this correlation coefficient was found to he zero. 
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